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Abstract 
 

Development of Models for Rule Based Decision 
Support for Flight Plans in a Synthetic Environment 
 

Tugce Özdeger 
 

 

 

Route specification can be a time consuming process in flight planning, and at the 
same time, it should be done very diligently for the sake of a safe flight and to reach 
the target on time. An autonomous decision support system can save time spent on 
finding the most accurate and shortest route from departure to destination. Different 
kinds of external sources are used as input for making intelligent decisions by taking 
advantage of a rule based reasoning approach. In this regard, a rule based decision 
support concept based on Drools rule engine is proposed in order to ease the 
workload of pilots during route specification. 

Keywords: Rule based decision support, flight planning, Drools rule engine 
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Sammanfattning 
 

Utveckling av modeller för regelbaserat beslutstöd för 

uppdragsplanering av flyg i en syntetisk miljö. 
 

Tugce Özdeger 
 

 

 

Flygruttsplanering är en tidskrävande process vid uppdragsplanering. Den bör göras 

med stor omsorg för att garantera en säker flygning som når målet på utsatt tid. 

 

Ett autonomt beslutstödssystem kan spara tid genom att hitta den säkraste och 

kortaste rutten mellan avgång och destination. I detta sammanhang används olika 

externa källor som indata och de ligger till grund för att fatta intelligenta beslut med 

hjälp av regelbaserat resonerande. Konceptet regelbaserat beslutsstöd är baserat på 

Drools regelmotor för att minska arbetsbördan för piloter under ruttplanering. 
 
Nyckelord: Regelbaserat beslutsstöd, ruttplanering, Drools regelmotor 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Pilots would benefit from having an efficient Mission Data Processor (MDP) to easily 

and efficiently prepare a flight plan. The MDP should have the capability both to 

gather information from various external sources and also to propose the best possible 

route. MDP is guided by set of rules.  

Since it is a complicated task to combine different sources and types of information, 

in order to manually assess and produce the most accurate route, the system is 

expected to be as autonomous as possible.  Pilots would then make adjustments to a 

proposed route as needed. 

In other words, the purpose of making the system autonomous is to reduce the amount 

of complex work for pilots during pre-flight preparations, yielding more time for other 

tasks. 

This thesis presents work on how the MDP could combine various types of 

information from diverse sources in order to provide pilots with a more accurate 

possible route, even under challenging circumstances. That route would be based 

upon created rules and restrictions, according to external sources. 

 

1.1 Problem Statement 

It is a significant issue for an MDP to integrate information from different sources and 

subject them to processing. The MDP is equipped with several rules and restrictions in 

order to provide pilots with the latest and most accurate route information.  

However, due to the complex implementation environment of such a system, current 

systems mostly make use of only one external source, instead of making intelligent 
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decisions using rules to integrate multiple sources. This issue prevents the calculation 

of the most accurate route. Therefore, pilots face more difficulties both before and 

during flight, which requires considerable time to manage. 

The proposed MDP reduces the problem of not providing a complete and accurate 

route due to not taking into consideration all of the necessary information from 

external sources and effectively reduces time spent on route planning. 

In this manner, this thesis presents a MDP equipped with all necessary information 

regarding domain knowledge in terms of rules, and it provides a more accurate route 

and comprehensive route information for the pilot. 

 

1.2 Method 

This thesis project includes both documentation of the domain knowledge in terms of 

rules as well as implementation of a rule based decision support system for flight 

plans by integrating the created rules with the selected rule engine. 

The thesis work has been guided according to the five main headings below: 

 Study of the domain: This part of the thesis was done by reading the 

specifications of each external source and by interviewing people who have 

experience with a specific external source, in order to figure out the important 

primitives that should be gathered from each external source for route creation. 

Demonstrations about the software used recently are an important aspect of 

gaining knowledge about ground support systems in terms of route creation in 

flight planning. 

 Study of Rule Based Decision Support: It was done through the internet 

research to find both the elements which form rule based decision support and 

also the way they are implemented. Software solutions based on flight plans 
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were also investigated and reported as part of the domain study. Furthermore, 

presentations, meetings and discussions were also part of integrating the 

domain knowledge of flight planning with a rule based decision support 

approach. 

 Development of Rule Based Decision Support: User requirements were 

constructed from the previous two headings for domain knowledge. 

Development of rule based decision support, creation of rules and class 

diagrams were made in parallel as a starting point for the implementation 

phase. Becoming acquainted with the selected rule engine and integrating the 

knowledge base with the rule engine will cover most of the actual 

implementation time of rule based decision support. 

 Test Rule Based Decision Support: Once the implementation phase was 

completed, system testing was performed in order to catch bugs and make any 

necessary adjustments. Overall, the testing phase aimed to make the system 

more robust and error free.  

 Evaluate Rule Based Decision Support: Sample scenarios were prepared, 

and some people at Saab were asked to use the MDP in order to collect data 

regarding users’ experience in order to assess the MDP. 

 

1.3 Limitations 

Due to time constraints and the complex nature of different mission objectives in 

terms of tactics and weapons used, this thesis project is limited its focus to a 

reconnaissance mission objective only, rather than including other mission objectives, 

such as air to ground and air to air missions. Due to the limited focus on only one 

mission objective, the MDP does not use all specified data in some external sources, 
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such as Air Tasking Order (ATO, see section 2.2.6) and Airspace Control Order 

(ACO, see section 2.2.2).  

Furthermore, because the implementation of the search algorithm, the A*, which finds 

the shortest path from departure to destination is already done, that part of 

implementation is considered solved and more attention is given to create rules and 

integrate them in the selected rule engine.  

The shapes of air corridors and threats are also specified as rectangles and polygons 

respectively, rather than utilizing complex shapes. These geometric shapes are sent as 

coordinates to the A* algorithm as input for threats and no fly zones. 

De-confliction could not be integrated into the system due to time constraints. De-

confliction is intended to detect whether a collision is likely to occur with other 

aircraft at any waypoint included in the route that the MDP suggests. 

Finally, weather forecast and fuel consumption are not taken into account when 

considering the flight level, which may affect the route calculation as well. 

 

1.4 Proposed Solution 

The proposed solution involves the development of an MDP, which takes input from 

different external sources and parses the input according to the needs of a 

comprehensive rule set. This rule set aims to make the proposed system more robust 

in terms of finding the best route.  

After applying structured rule based decision support, a collection of basic route 

points and geometric zones are generated as input to the A* algorithm. The A* 

algorithm then finds the shortest path between these points and zones, and the model 

displays a final output, which is a complete and detailed route from departure to 

destination, to the pilot. This route is intended to support the pilot’s decision. 
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In this way, more accurate route information is reached, and because of the provided 

flexible and generic nature of the proposed rule based MDP, it is possible to extend 

this approach with further external sources and rules in the future.  

In other words, this proposed model does not only reflect current needs but also 

possible expectations in the future. Therefore, the MDP is expected to be scalable to 

the changing and developing needs of route planning without compromises in order to 

provide the most accurate and detailed information to the user.  

 

1.5 Prior Work 

Rule based decision support is commonly applied to flight plans by taking into 

account one external source, either Arinc data (civil navigation network) or DTED 

(Digital Terrain Elevation Data), and using a shortest path algorithm in order to find 

the shortest route from departure to destination [28]. In addition, a terrain avoidance 

algorithm can be used to guide pilots through terrain when flying manually with 

provided DTED information. Once the shortest and safest route is found, a few rules 

are applied by hardcoding in an if-else structure directly inside the source code, and 

according to these restrictions, flight level and/or waypoint adjustments are sometimes 

made.  

In such cases where a found route is not applicable or does not contain enough 

information to make a safe flight, due to a lack of one or more external sources 

(especially air corridors and threat information), pilots are expected to take over 

mission planning by specifying the route manually with the help of their own 

experience and knowledge. These cases explicitly show that rule based decision 

support being applied to flight plans without a rule engine increase the workload on 

pilots both before and during flight. [29] 

Furthermore, researches applying rule based decision support using rule engines state 

that they benefit from an intelligent decision making mechanism provided by a rule 
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engine. [18] In general, they point out that it is wise to use rule based systems where 

the problem domain is well-defined, because a well-defined problem domain leads to 

easily structured rules and produces the expected output. [32] It is also noted that rule 

engines work relatively quickly [15] when compared to human made decisions; this 

advantage provides pilots with a clearer situational awareness of the problem [18]. 

Moreover, it is reasonable to make the systems as autonomous as possible when 

expert knowledge is needed. [1] Time is also an important factor when making fast 

and correct decisions. 

In this respect, implementing a rule based decision support by taking advantage of a 

rule engine on flight plans seems to be a promising approach to improving the 

accuracy of route planning and to decrease the workload of pilots as well as making 

more intelligent and autonomous systems, which will more easily respond to future 

changes and adapt to possible extensions for flight plan needs. 

 

1.6 Technical Contributions 

This thesis contains the following technical contributions: 

1. The system manages to gather proposed external sources in one place and 

determine the important primitives from these sources, which possibly affect the 

route calculation. Therefore, by combining proposed external sources, there is a 

more comprehensive system than before in accordance with more accurate and 

trustworthy route calculation provided by the A* algorithm. In other words, it is 

now possible to reach all sources in one system, which already knows and 

recognizes these sources as domain knowledge, and it also allows developers to 

add more sources by providing flexible software architecture. 

2. The application of rule based decision support with a rule engine makes this 

system more autonomous and intelligent. The main advantage is lower time 
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consumption when making flight plans. Moreover, since domain knowledge is 

implemented as rules in this system, it also provides an organized way of 

documenting the domain knowledge for developers when improving the system 

further, rather than spending too much time to understand domain and structure 

the system accordingly. 

 

1.7 Thesis Structure 

The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides background information about 

the details of flight planning and how the proposed MDP functions. The purpose of 

each external source and how a reconnaissance mission is performed are also 

explained in detail. Chapter 3 presents background information about rule based 

decision support and the elements of both rule based expert systems and rule engines. 

Chapter 4 presents the implementation of proposed solutions in detail. Chapter 5 

evaluates the overall system and compares it with a similar system. Chapter 6 

discusses possible extensions of this work in the future, how closely it meets 

expectations, and concludes the thesis work. Chapter 7 consists of the reference list of 

all pertinent articles, which were read during the thesis project. Chapter 8 presents 

important parts of the source code. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

This chapter presents background information about flight planning details, how 

mission support system (MSS) works, and the structure of the proposed model 

respectively. Next, external sources, from which the proposed model receives input, 

as well as the primitives that are taken into consideration from the sources, so that the 

proposed model outputs an accurate route, are also mentioned. Finally, background 

information related to how a reconnaissance mission is performed is also provided. 

 

2.1 Flight Planning 

Flight planning is a process, which is triggered by an input from a user. Input contains 

information about origin and destination of the route in accordance with information 

from various external sources. A detailed route is calculated manually, and details of 

the proposed route are displayed to the pilot by the provided map.  

In order to make the flight plan meet its needs, a mission support system (MSS) is 

commonly used. It provides users to input as much as possible, but not all, of the 

necessary external sources in the form of coordinates and specified shapes, depending 

on the mission objective. Once user input is received, the system displays the 

coordinates on the map in detail. 

In this manner, flight plans can be calculated accurately and autonomously, depending 

on how comprehensive the use of external sources are, so that pilots do not have to 

spend additional time finding a possible shortest route. This makes MSS reasonable to 

use when a flight plan needs to be ready in a short period of time. [28] 
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2.1.1 Mission Support System 

The main purpose of a mission support system (MSS) is to give support to the user in 

order to generate mission data by providing a set of tools and rules, depending on the 

specific mission type. In other words, MSS aims to prepare a data media with the data 

needed to perform a mission described by the task. Flight planning is a major part of 

MSS, including reference points (waypoints), landing zones, no fly zones, user 

defined airports, etc.  

According to mission type, which can be either civilian or military, and also the type 

of aircraft, which is either fixed-wing or helicopter, different MSSs are provided. For 

example, as long as the user inputs the departure and destination points for a flight, 

one of the MSSs, which performs military missions with multiple aircraft, provides 

the user with the most valid and accurate route information by applying the rules of a 

specific mission type, such as civil flight planning, where data is taken from Arinc file 

according to Arinc 424 standard. On the other hand, another MSS for helicopters 

supports the user by displaying the selected waypoints of a route for a mission on a 

detailed map only. 

The details of how an MSS supports a user to get ready for a flight is examined under 

three headings: briefing, planning and debriefing. Detailed information is given under 

these headings, and they also include a description of where the MDP is relatively 

located accordingly. 

 

2.1.1.1 Briefing 

Air Tasking Order (ATO) and Airspace Control Order (ACO) are received from an 

intelligence system with the purpose of giving both information and guidance about 

the target, the surroundings, and the route that needs to be followed for the specific 

mission. Related analysis is expected to take place in briefing by providing analysis of 
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Weather 

Analysis

Target 

Analysis
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Analysis
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different external sources, apart from the ones received from intelligence system, 

which are ATO and ACO. 

In briefing, preparations for mission planning result in a “situation awareness,” 

including the facts which should be taken into account during the route calculation, 

such as weather, obstacles, terrain, threats, target, etc. Figure 1, shown below, depicts 

the kind of analysis that happens in briefing. [29] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Briefing 

 

2.1.1.2 Planning 

Planning is based on information received from the intelligence system and also the 

analysis made in briefing. 

Tactical planning includes: 

 Target planning, which refers to attack profiles. 

 Weapon planning, which refers to the planning of bomb delivery, weapons 

route, and weapon sensors. 
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 Route planning, which refers to mission calculations involving fuel and time 

management. It also includes planning of the mission route, return flight route, 

and reconnaissance route. 

 Electronic warfare planning. 

 Multi-mission involving de-confliction and co-planning. 

 Pre-mission simulations, which refer to rehearsal/simulation of the planned 

mission. [29] 

 

2.1.1.3 Debriefing 

Missions are saved with the purpose of being used in post analysis and evaluation. 

Thus, older missions can be used with newer ones for training purposes. Debriefing is 

based on recorded mission data and reports from the pilot. 

In other words, debriefing is the production of post flight reports after they are 

evaluated. For instance, after post flight reports are done, a MISREP (mission report) 

is sent to a “Higher Command Central” to update the Intelligence system and 

Situation Awareness. [29] 

 

2.1.2 Mission Data Processor 

The Mission Data Processor (MDP) is the proposed model in this thesis work. It is 

intended to be placed at the intersection of briefing and planning in MSS as shown in 

Figure 2 on the following page. [29]  
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Figure 2: Mission Data Processor in the Mission Support System 

 

The MDP is located in this way because the flight planning process covers part of 

both the briefing and planning phases. In other words, after related external sources 

are received from an intelligence system, the MDP starts to process external sources 

in the briefing phase and calculates a route in planning phase. After the MDP is done 

with flight planning, other related actions will continue to be taken in the planning 

phase. Therefore, the MDP corresponds to those phases in the MSS as depicted in 

Figure 2. 

The proposed model includes an information processing model, which takes several 

external sources provided by both the intelligence system, in terms of ATO and ACO, 

and the output data from the analysis in the briefing part of the MSS. Once the 

external sources are received, the information processing model creates related objects 

and waits for a rule engine to take control over the objects and call related methods 

accordingly when the rule-conditions are satisfied. In other words, the information 
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processing model turns into a MDP when a rule engine is added in order to make it 

more intelligent and autonomous. 

Figure 3, shown below, illustrates how the information processing model is supposed 

to act upon external sources. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Information Processing Model 

 

The proposed model is structured and based on the MVC (Model-View-Controller) 

[25] approach, where: 

 The Model acts as storage for external sources, where parsed input data is 

transferred into the related objects in order to be used by the rule engine for 

the purpose of applying rules and outputting the refined coordinates to an A* 

algorithm. The model also stores the rules as a Drools text file, so that the rule 

engine refers to those rules in order to both display important information to 

the pilot as a warning and also to take related actions by calling related 

methods to calculate coordinates and then send them to A*. 
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 In the Controller, objects belonging to each external source are created with 

necessary methods. The external systems are DTED (Digital Terrain Elevation 

Data) and Arinc readers. The controller resolves points in the route to be 

handed over as input to these external systems. Rules control this process and 

method calls are done when rules conditions are satisfied. 

 The View acts as a user interface in order to allow pilots to interact with the 

MDP when details of the mission objective and route information are required 

to be input manually. If the model takes the input automatically, View displays 

a map of a possible route to the pilot after all necessary calculations have taken 

place in the Controller. Regardless of how input is received, manually or 

automatically, View displays a step-by-step status of the rule engine operation. 

The status is displayed in terms of which rules are fired, what actions are 

taken, and consequences shown, respectively. The purpose is to inform the 

user about how the rule based decision support system processes rules. 

o The rule engine location and operation are placed behind the main user 

interface. [21] Since the welcoming user interface requires users to 

specify each external source, the rule engine treats the values provided 

by the user interface as facts directly and applies rules accordingly.  

o By running the rule engine, different set of rules are being applied on 

user input data received from the welcoming user interface, and 

whenever a match is found, the related rule is fired and a related action 

is taken respectively. 

 

In this approach, two alternatives are considered in order to calculate the best route.  

1) Trigger the model by sending an ATO and other external sources regarding route 

creation automatically. This means that the model is expected to receive the user input 

as a file, and this file is subjected to parsing in order to create related objects 
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accordingly. In this approach, View is used as an information window to show the 

ongoing process in the rule engine until a final route map is displayed to the user. 

2) The pilot is expected to enter all details of a flight plan manually by using the 

interface provided. In this case, View forwards the input data to Controller and the 

process enters Alternative 1. Figure 4, shown on the following page, explains how 

MDP acts upon data input obtained in two different ways. 
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Figure 4: Mission Data Processor Architecture 
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2.2 External Sources 

In this section, the purpose of each external source will be explained as follows: 

 

2.2.1 Terrain 

This external source gives information about the shape of the ground, so that pilot 

knows at least how high to fly without crashing into any mountains or any other 

obstacle that could interrupt a safe route. Therefore, the physical primitive that the 

MDP needs to obtain, in order to complete the process of avoiding terrain, is the 

height of the terrain, which is called elevation in aviation terms. When elevation 

values are identified between a starting and end point of terrain for the leg of that 

route, according to the selected flight level, then the points that are higher than the 

preferred altitude are analysed, and ways to avoid them are found for the sake of a 

safe flight. 

DTED (Digital Terrain Elevation Data) is a standard of digital datasets, which gives 

information about terrain elevation values. There are three levels in DTED, which are 

DTED 0, 1 and 2. Each level describes the resolution of terrain on a map. [9] For 

instance, level 0 has a resolution of 900 meters, level 1 has a resolution of 90 meters 

and level 2 has a resolution of 30 meters.  

DTED is commonly being used for terrain display, and according to selected level, 

detailed resolution of terrain data is provided to the user.  

There are also other ways of providing terrain values, which are called MORA 

(Minimum Off Route Altitudes) and Grid MORA.  

MORA has at least a 1,000 foot altitude clearance above normal terrain, 2,000 feet in 

mountainous terrain, and route MORA has an obstacle clearance of 10 nautical miles 

(19 km). 
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Grid MORA has an obstacle clearance altitude within a latitude and longitude grid 

block. Grid MORA values clear all terrain and obstructions by 1000 feet in areas 

where the highest elevations are 5,000 feet or lower. [35] 

Grid MORA divides terrain into squares and provides the highest point of each 

square, so when the user wishes to know the Grid MORA values of a specific area, 

Grid MORA provides set of points, which equals the highest points of each square for 

the corresponding coordinates. In this thesis, Grid MORA is used as representing the 

terrain values. (See section 4.1) 

 

2.2.2 ACO (Airspace Control Order) 

Air corridors are imaginary tunnels, which provide the safest way to fly, already 

taking into consideration all possible information about threats and terrain. In other 

words, they are highly recommended ways of flying for a specific mission. 

Therefore, it is always wise to make use of air corridors whenever possible during 

route calculation. Due to the possibility of other aircraft using the same corridor, it is 

important to take other aircraft routes into consideration to make sure there will be no 

confliction occurring throughout the corridor. 

The primitives that the MDP gets from the ACO are the air corridor name, use, means, 

shape, width, and coordinates, in order to know exactly where the air corridor resides. 

Furthermore, the allowed flight level range for each corridor is important in order to 

adjust altitude accordingly. Finally, the time period that the air corridor is available 

for use can also be received from the ATO. 

ACO can be either a separate document or a part of an Air Tasking Order (ATO). [20] 

ACO is mostly referenced by the corresponding Air Tasking Order, and it contains 

available airspaces for that specific mission, other point of interest (POI), and the 

restricted operational zones (ROZ) used for special purposes that should be avoided. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Altitude
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Figure 5, shown below, is part of the ACO, which specifies the details of a corridor in 

terms of corridor name, use, width, coordinate, and the time period of the corridor to 

be used. [23] 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Airspace Control Order 

 

2.2.3 Arinc 424 (Aeronautical Radio INCorporation) 

It is a standard for aircraft navigation data published by Aeronautical Radio 

Incorporation and has a 132 byte fixed length record format. In each record, it 

includes navigation information, such as coordinates including airports, heliports, 

runway, waypoints, airways, arrival routes and departure routes. Therefore, this 

standard gives comprehensive information about all possible routes and waypoints 

accordingly.  

The primitives elicited from an Arinc file are data for the departure airport, destination 

airport, and also the flight level, which tells how high the aircraft should fly during the 

cruise, so that the pilot is able to adjust the altitude of the flight according to upper 

and lower limit values.  

In order to find the shortest path among all possible waypoints that Arinc data 

provides, Dijkstra’s algorithm is already implemented at Saab to calculate a shortest 

route between the departure and destination points that user decides. Therefore, in this 

ACMID/ACM: CORRTE/NAME:HARE8/CORRIDOR/USE:TR// 

CORRIDOR/28.5KM/LATS: 100254N0350232E/LATS:102122N0353612E// 

EFFLEVEL/FLFL: FL170-FL250// 

APERIOD/DISCRETE/010600ZJAN/INDEF// 
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thesis, the Arinc reader, which includes the implementation of Dijkstra’s shortest path 

algorithm according to the Arinc 424 data format, is used. In other words, the Arinc 

data that the MDP makes use of belongs to Arinc 424 standard. 

On the other hand, A* algorithm is used as an actual shortest path algorithm in the 

thesis. Therefore, the implementation of both A* and Dijkstra’s shortest path 

algorithm are used. (See section 4.1) 

After the shortest route calculation, each route leg needs to be checked if it is either a 

one or two directional pathway, and in case the selected route leg is in the opposite 

direction then another route leg(s) should be selected instead. 

Since Arinc data is used for civil flights, the preferred flight level is rather high when 

compared to military flights, however, a flight level check should be made to make 

sure whether the altitude is kept between the lower and upper limit values, which are 

decided by the Arinc data beforehand. 

 

2.2.4 Threats 

There are different kinds of threats, such as radar and base stations, which aircraft 

should avoid for the sake of a safe flight. The relevant data, which the MDP should 

have, is the range of possible threats, so that it may calculate safe areas that aircraft 

might fly over. Therefore, it is beneficial to know both the range and also the 

coordinates of threats, so that the MDP is aware of the coordinates, where the aircraft 

is visible or invisible to a threat. 

Threats make use of DTED information in a sense to allow the system to know both 

how high the threat is and also how large area it covers, so that the related calculation 

can be done in order to fly outside a threat’s visible range. 

In addition to the above, other aircraft routes can be added after threat and DTED 

information is combined, thus an aircraft can follow terrain and simultaneously avoid 
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threats as well as conflicting routes with other aircraft. Therefore, all three 

information sources should be gathered and processed, in order to provide the safest 

and most accurate route to the pilot. 

 

2.2.5 Other Aircraft Routes 

Depending on the mission objective, one may also need to know about other aircraft 

traffic. This information is used both in creating air corridors and also taking into 

account DTED and threat information as discussed earlier.  

In other words, there are situations when other aircraft route considerations are less 

important than the mission itself. For instance, especially in military missions, 

reaching the target on time and accomplishing the task is much more important than 

considering traffic conflicts, because the time assignment to target is done with 

respect to other fighter traffic. On the other hand, in a civil network, considering the 

routes of other aircraft is an important issue in order to provide a safe flight.   

The primitives that should be obtained from other aircraft routes are longitude, 

latitude, the altitude of each waypoint that other aircraft follow during the flight, and 

also the timestamp of each waypoint so that conflicts can be avoided between two or 

more aircraft by comparing the timestamps of each waypoint throughout the whole 

cruise.  

 

2.2.6 ATO (Air Tasking Order) 

ATO provides a set of messages, which tells the details of a flight in terms of the 

coordinates of targets, the mission objective, the time when aircraft should reach the 

target, sometimes the route, by indicating the available airspaces that are declared in 

the ACO, and also the ID and type of the aircraft, which will attend the mission. The 

above primitives are taken into consideration by the MDP. 
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The details of the route calculation, which include the ACO, DTED, threat, Arinc 

data, and other aircraft route(s) is a separate issue apart from the ATO. Since the ATO 

gives reference to the associated ACO to see which air corridors are available and 

appropriate to use for the specific mission, it is inferred that the route creation is 

initiated in the ATO and then DTED, threat, and Arinc data are used where the ACO 

is not available. [20] 

In other words, the ATO is the entry point that triggers the MDP to begin preparing a 

flight plan. Once interpreting the messages included in the ATO and processing is 

done, the MDP waits for the necessary input data to perform the route calculation.  

When the MDP receives the ATO, it can figure out which other aircraft attend which 

mission, the coordinates of the targets, at what time targets should be reached, and 

also the details of coordinates used for refuelling purposes. Depending on the mission 

objectives, such as air to ground, air to air, and reconnaissance missions, the ATO 

gives information about the names of the corridors that should be passed in order to 

reach the target, referring to the ACO. However, in general, the ATO provides 

overview information about the details of task rather than touching the details of the 

route to follow, because the main aim in the ATO is to provide pilots with all 

necessary information based on different mission objectives.  

Figure 6, shown on the following page, depicts an example of how ATO data is 

provided with associated instructions. This example of an ATO provides the 

primitives mentioned above. [24] 

An interesting application for the ATO can be found on [3] and also the interested 

reader can find more information about ATO on [7]. 
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Figure 6: Air Tasking Order 

 

 

 

 

TASKUNIT/TU/F/UIC:TUF3211/ICAO:ABCD// 

UNITDIR/0032/006/016/ACTYPE:F35// 

AMSNDAT/N/4GL0002/-/-/-/-/SEAD/SEAD/-/DEPLOC:ABCD/ARRLOC:ABCD// 

AMPN/ADATP3-EXTENSION  

AMSNDATX/VERSION:0/ETD:20110614070156/ETA:20110614085804/MSNROLE:OCA/ 

AODTASK:NO/) 

END-ADATP3-EXTENSION// 

SCRAMBLE/UIC:XYZ5000/HATCHET// 

MSNACFT/6/ACTYP:F35/XYZXYZ51/2HAR2AMR/-/-/-/31221/10782// 

ROUTE/-/ICAO:ABCD/-/-/NAME:HARE9/-/-/NAME:HARE8/-/-/NAME:HARE6/-/- 

/NAME:HARE 20 H/-/-/NAME:HARE 19/-/190900Z0MAY/NAME:0000K00005/-/- 

/NAME:HARE 19 H/-/-/NAME:HARE 20/-/-/NAME:HARE6 H/-/-/NAME:HARE8 H/- 

/-/NAME:HARE9 H/-/-/ICAO:ABCD// 

GTGTLOC/P/TOT:190900ZMAY/NET:190900ZJUN/TOF:190925ZMAY/RADAR 003/- 

/NSTT:RDRAS// 

TSKGRPG/UNIT/UNASSIGNED// 
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2.3 Reconnaissance Mission 

Reconnaissance is one of the mission objectives of military actions. Since this mission 

objective has been chosen and focused upon for this thesis, the other mission 

objectives will not be mentioned. However, the interested reader can find more 

information about aircraft mission planning on [26]. 

The purpose of the reconnaissance mission and how it is accomplished are explained 

below. 

 

2.3.1 Purpose and Fundamentals 

The mission objective is to collect information from an area of interest, and depending 

on the given mission, to accomplish the task and return to the base. 

The specific mission involves taking photos or a video of an area for the purpose of: 

 creating maps accordingly. 

 investigating the area, and in case any threat is found, taking necessary 

precautions or preparing an attack mission afterwards. 

 documenting actions taken on the ground or sea, so they can be used as proof 

afterwards. For example, keeping track of foreign ships is a way to determine 

if a ship pollutes the sea with fuel waste and also a way to charge people, 

using the pictures taken in a reconnaissance mission as proof. 

 capturing information about enemy locations, terrain, weather, and physical 

resources. 

In other words, a reconnaissance mission can be undertaken for different purposes 

with the same behaviour. The general behaviour of this mission is to take off from the 
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starting point, as stated in ATO, and to follow the route output from the MDP to the 

pilot. [29] 

 

2.3.2 Actions at Target 

When it comes to accomplishing the given task, which is usually taking pictures, 

necessary adjustments and preparations in order to activate the camera should all be 

done at the offset point. It resides at a certain distance from the target, and it is a 

special point, which contains more data regarding the target compared to an ordinary 

waypoint. At this point, the camera is able to connect to the area and scan it as 

detailed as required. When this point is reached, it is both manually and automatically 

possible to activate the camera and adjust the speed (aircraft speed can be decreased at 

a certain level during recording depending on the sensor). After the mission is 

completed, the camera is retracted and the pilot follows the route in order to return to 

base.  

Speed adjustments and how long the camera should record can vary, depending on the 

target and sensor. However, the important issue that should be taken into 

consideration in this mission is the calculation of the offset point, so that aircraft can 

accomplish the mission safely, because it is possible that the target area is within a 

threat area or, for some reason, it is a dangerous area that should be avoided as much 

as possible. That is why the target point should be examined in a manner that 

corresponds to the offset point, and waypoints en route to the target are figured out 

correctly, so that the target is reached at the time specified in the ATO. [29] 

Figure 7, shown on the following page, depicts how the reconnaissance management 

system can be deployed and interacts with other systems and aircraft. 
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Figure 7: Reconnaissance Management System 
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Chapter 3 

Rule Based Decision Support (RBDS) 

Rule based reasoning (RBR) is a process of solving a problem by comparing 

predetermined rules with facts that depend on user input. As soon as there is a match, 

the related action is taken, and the process continues in this manner until all rules are 

fired. 

In order to ensure the system makes correct inferences and reaches a correct result as 

required, the domain should be well examined along with identification of rules 

accordingly. Therefore, designing rules in an appropriate way, in accordance with rule 

engine integration, plays an important role in taking advantage of rule based decision 

support in a system. 

On the other hand, it is not necessary to use a rule engine in order to provide a rule 

based decision support in a system. Restrictions can be applied to the system by hard 

coding an if-else structure in the source code. However, due to a lack of good results, 

particularly in terms of time to apply such an approach [18], a correct integration of a 

rule engine plays a significant role in making rule-based decision support efficient that 

produces accurate results in a short time. 

Systems that use rule-based reasoning by applying expert knowledge on a rule engine 

are called Rule Based Expert Systems, and in this chapter, details of each element of 

these expert systems will be presented, and background information about rule 

engines will also be provided, in order to demonstrate how rule based decision support 

works with a rule engine, and how domain knowledge turns into rules. 

The interested reader can read RBDS system for a different domain on [13]. 
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3.1 Rule Based Expert Systems 

The main idea of rule based expert systems is to solve real world problems using 

expert knowledge. [1] In order to be able to solve problems with knowledge, human 

knowledge needs to be integrated into rules. When an expert system encounters a 

problem with given facts, correct inferences made by comparing facts with knowledge 

and then related actions are taken. 

Figure 8, shown below, depicts the architecture of rule-based expert systems. As new 

facts are received by the rule engine, existing knowledge is compared with those facts, 

and when a match is found, the related rule is fired, and a result is drawn according to 

the fired rule's action. [19] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Rule-Based Expert Systems 
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In case the existing knowledge is no longer applicable, then the acquisition facility 

should update the knowledge base with the latest knowledge at certain intervals, as 

illustrated in Figure 8, so that the rule engine is able to make the most correct 

inferences with the latest knowledge. 

Rule based expert systems consist of three main parts [19]: 

 the knowledge base (rule base), where rules are constructed as when-then 

conditional statements. The when part of a rule is known as an antecedent or 

premise, which means the situation recognition part of a rule. The then part is 

the action part, which is referred to as the conclusion or consequent. [19] 

 an inference engine, where rules are processed based on the facts of a given 

problem. 

 the working memory (fact base), where the inference engine matches facts and 

decides which rules to fire. [32] 

Production rules is the name that can be used for a knowledge base. It consists of a set 

of rules with conditions and actions. In other words, rules represent domain 

knowledge, and facts represent input data. How a fact is compared with a rule and 

how related inference is made can be explained with an example as follows: 
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Rules 

 

Facts 

 

 

 

Rule No:1 

 

If it is a rainy day, 

advise people to 

bring umbrellas 

when they go out. 

 

 

It is a rainy day. 

 

 

Fact No:1 

 

 

Rule No:2 

 

If the road is 

slippery, warn 

people to drive 

more carefully. 

 

 

Road is slippery. 

 

 

Fact No:2 

 

Rule No:3 

 

If it is a rainy day, 

road is slippery. 

 

It is a rainy day. 

 

Fact No:1 

Figure 9: Rule-Fact Table 

 

As seen in Figure 9, shown above [6], rules either cause actions, like advising people 

to bring umbrellas as in the example, or learn a new fact, like the road is slippery. For 

example, since Rule 3 adds a new fact, when it comes to fire Rule 3, the rule engine 

learns another fact, the road is slippery, and looks for a rule, whose condition is 

required to be satisfied with this fact, referring to Rule 2 and firing it.  

As depicted in Figure 10 on the following page, when the rule engine receives a fact, 

it compares it with the rules in the knowledge base. If the rule produces a new fact, 

the rule engine checks whether the new fact satisfies any other rule; if found, it 
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continues in this manner until all rules are compared with the facts. Once all satisfied 

rules are fired, the rule engine draws a conclusion to the given problem.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Rule-Fact Flowchart 

 

Facts are user data that are expected to satisfy one or more rules’ condition(s) in order 

to provide a solution to a given problem or a question by taking satisfied rule(s) 

actions in an order. Rules are the patterns which combine facts and relevant actions 
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and propose a solution for a specific problem. Figure 10 illustrates above how a rule 

engine acts upon a given problem. 

Furthermore, working memory (fact base) is where facts and corresponding objects 

are stored while the rule engine is making decisions. Facts are user data that may 

satisfy the rules’ conditions, so they are values for the variables in the corresponding 

object. Therefore, once the facts are assigned to the object created in working 

memory, the rule engine can compare those values with the rules’ conditions in the 

knowledge base in order to make an inference. The state of working memory can 

change as the actions modify existing objects. Thus, in case any modification occurs 

in any object, working memory should be updated accordingly. [19] 

Because knowledge storage is separated from knowledge process [11] in rule engines, 

as depicted in Figure 11 shown on the following page, necessary changes for rules can 

be applied without affecting the source code. [31] In the same way with the same 

domain knowledge, different problems could be solved without a need for 

reprogramming by creating different set of rules. [1] Therefore, the rule engine helps 

both to organize domain knowledge and also to make inferences through the 

knowledge with given facts by the user. 
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Figure 11: Rule Engine Architecture 

 

Figure 11, as shown above, illustrates the structure of how a rule engine interacts with 

domain knowledge and working memory. Pattern matcher, agenda, and an execution 

engine form a rule engine. Rules in knowledge base and facts in working memory are 

compared by the pattern matcher and sorted by the agenda. After the rules are placed 

in an order, they are fired by the execution engine, and then related actions are taken. 

It is possible that one fact satisfies more than one rule; in this case, the agenda takes 

the liberty of applying confliction resolution strategy to sort the rules in an order to be 

fired by the execution engine afterwards. 

The details of the elements of rule based expert systems and also rule engines will be 

explained under the following sections, with the idea of giving information about how 

it is possible to make intelligent decisions by taking advantage of rule based expert 

systems. The interested reader can read more about rule-based systems on [27]. 
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3.1.1 Knowledge Base (Rule Base) 

Knowledge base is where rules are created as when-then statements. Using decision 

tables to keep the hierarchy of rules flow is a useful way to easily extend the rules in 

the future. 

Decision tables can be organized into four main parts, such as: 

 rule families, 

 glossary, 

 top-down design, 

 test cases and real data. [17]  

A rule family is a decision table, which consists of 0 or more conditions and only one 

conclusion. Facts are described as columns of each table, and rules are rows. Multiple 

rules indicate the fact with an operator and a value. According to the example in 

Figure 9 (shown on page 30), two decision tables can be created as shown below in 

Figures 12 and 13.  

When the weather condition is satisfied, both conclusions are drawn in the RainyDay 

rule family. Since the second conclusion, “Road is slippery,” satisfies the 

RoadCondition rule family, a related conclusion is drawn, which advises one to drive 

carefully. 

 

    

 

 

Figure 12: Rule Family Rainy Day        Figure 13: Rule Family Road Condition 
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Glossary is for describing each fact in detail in terms of the names exactly the same as 

used in rule families, the concept they belong to, technical names of fact types for 

integration purposes, and the values they could take when creating the rules. For 

example, the glossary table of the rule family tables above can be presented as follows 

in Figure 14. 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Glossary 

 

Top-down design represents the hierarchical structure of showing which rule family 

table or sub-table should be executed for which fact, so that the rule engine knows the 

flow of rules it should follow. 

On the other hand, using decision tables is not mandatory or necessary to provide a 

knowledge base for an inference engine, but it is a good way to have well-structured 

rule sets, undoubtedly.  

 

Rule Architecture 

In the knowledge base, each rule has a unique name, a condition statement with one or 

more conditions to be satisfied and an action statement, which concludes the rule. 

As seen in Figure 15. shown on the following page, the “then” part of the rule can be: 

 a method call 

 a state change of a variable 
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 a message to the user in order to give either information or a warning, so that 

the user takes the required action. 

One of the rules used in this thesis is shown in Figure 15, as follows. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Drools Rules 

 

After the “rule” statement, the name of the rule is declared, the “when” statement 

corresponds to the condition of the rule, and the “then” statement indicates the action 

that will be taken for that rule. [12] 

In Figure 15, after the rule name is declared, a minus salience value is assigned, which 

means that this rule is asked to be fired at last [34]. Since salience assignment is not 

mandatory, the rule engine assumes the salience value is 0 by default, unless a value is 

assigned explicitly, as in Figure 15. Therefore, if the status values of terrain and threat 

package RBDS 

rule "Send Terrain Coordinates to Policy Creator when there is no Threat" 

 salience -899 

 when  

       policy : PolicyCreator( terrainStatus == true, threatStatus == false ) 

 then 

       policy.calculateIntermediateCoordinates(); 

       policy.readMoraCoordinates();  

       policy.sendCoordinatesToAStar(); 

       RBDS.RBDS_UI.debugResult("No threats detected! Mora values found and 

terrain coordinates received!");       

end 
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are satisfied, the related method calls in the “when” part of the rule, which will be 

made in sequence, and at the end, the information message will be displayed to the 

user. 

Similar way of creating rules for different domains can be found on [2], [4] and [16].  

 

3.1.2 Working Memory (Fact Base) 

The working memory is the main class for using the rule engine at runtime. It holds 

references to all data that has been "asserted" into it (until retracted). [34] 

The important terms to know regarding working memory are as follows: 

 Facts are objects that are asserted into the working memory.  

 "Assertion" is the act of telling the working memory about the facts. When a 

fact is asserted, it is examined for matches against the rules, etc.  

o When an object is asserted, it is also used to interact with the working 

memory when there is a need to retract or to modify an object. 

 "Retraction" is when a fact is retracted from the working memory, which 

means it will no longer track and match that fact, and any rules that are 

activated and dependent on that fact will be cancelled.      

 The rule engine must be notified of modified facts, so that it can be re-

processed. Modification internally is actually a retract and then an assert; it 

clears the working memory and then starts again. [34] 

Figure 16, shown on the following page, [34] illustrates how working memory 

interacts with the agenda. Therefore, when a fact is asserted into working memory, the 

pattern matcher decides which rules to fire, and then the agenda selects a rule in the 

sorted list. When the agenda selects a rule, it is fired, and depending on the action of 
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the fired rule, there might be changes in working memory. For instance, when the 

status of a fact is changed, working memory should update the new value of the fact. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16: Two Phase Execution 

 

In the implementation of the MDP, facts are assigned as the values of the created 

object’s variables. Therefore, once the related working object is created, and it is 

asserted into the working memory, the assigned facts are begun to compare with the 

rule conditions. In case, a match is found, and a new fact learned as a result of a 

matched rule, then the object in working memory should be notified, so that the right 

rule(s) will be fired afterwards with the updated fact information. (See Appendix-Rule 

Engine, p.82) 
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3.1.3 Rule Engine (Inference Engine) 

The inference engine [12] processes the rules, and if a condition is satisfied, it takes 

the related action. By doing so, it uses two methods, which are forward and backward 

chaining. Forward chaining is a bottom-up approach, which means the inference 

engine starts with facts and tries to draw conclusions from the satisfied conditions in 

the rules. [15] On the other hand, since backward chaining is a top-down approach, it 

starts with action(s) and tries to reach the related fact by satisfying corresponding 

condition(s). [1] 

The inference process starts with comparing rules and facts using the pattern matcher. 

Once rules and facts match, the associated rules are activated in the agenda according 

to predefined priority. Finally, all rules are fired by the execution engine. The details 

of these processes will be explained in the subsections below. 

 

3.1.3.1 Pattern Matcher 

The pattern matcher processes rules if part (condition) and compares it with the 

related fact, which is user input. If it finds a match, then it directly forwards that rule 

to the agenda.  

In other words, the pattern depends on how the rule is structured. For instance, if the 

rule’s condition is “if X > 10”, and once the fact matches with this pattern which 

means that, the value of the fact is greater than 10, then it is concluded that the pattern 

is matched with the given fact. Therefore, patter matcher is already aware that, the 

value of the fact should correspond to the value in the condition of the rule which is X 

for this example. 

As depicted in Figure 11 (shown on page 33), the pattern matcher tries to find a match 

between the user input, which is considered as a fact represented by an object in 

working memory, and the condition of each rule in knowledge base. [5] Until all rules 
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are compared with the all facts, the rules which have a match with the facts are 

forwarded to the agenda. 

Therefore, this part of rule processing is more involved in trying to find a valid match 

between rule and fact, so that the rules are eligible to be sorted and then fired. In other 

words, the pattern matcher decides which rules will be fired, and then the agenda 

comes into play in order to put all rules into an order. 

Figure 17, shown on the following page, summarizes how rules are processed. [5] 

Once there is a match found between the condition of a rule and a fact in pattern 

matcher, the rules are processed in the agenda, which is explained in detail on the 

following page. 
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Figure 17: Rule Engine Proces 
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3.1.3.2 Agenda 

Agenda prioritizes the rules and decides the order of firing each of them. The First In 

First Out (FIFO) principle is commonly applied when sorting the rules. In case of 

having equal salience among other rules, the conflict resolution strategy is used to fix 

the placement of those rules. Therefore, conflict resolution is required when there are 

multiple rules on the agenda. As firing a rule may have side effects on working 

memory, the rule engine needs to know in what order the rules should fire. [34] 

The conflict resolution strategies employed by the Drools rule engine are: Salience 

and LIFO (last in, first out). [34] 

The most visible one is "salience," or priority, in which case a user can specify that a 

certain rule has a higher priority (by giving it a higher number) than other rules. In 

that case, the higher salience rule will always be preferred. [34] 

Since lots of conflict resolution strategies are being used, rule engine implementation 

is necessary to take advantage of which conflict resolution strategies take precedence. 

[10]  

Agenda plays an important role in sorting the rules prior to be fired because it is quite 

important to have the expected flow of actions.  

 

3.1.3.3 Execution Engine 

The execution engine fires all rules that are prioritized by the agenda. After all rules 

are fired and corresponding actions are taken, it is expected to bring the domain of 

knowledge to a conclusion or find a solution. 
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Chapter 4  

Implementation 

This chapter considers the details of the implementation of the MDP under three main 

headings: architecture details where the structure of software architecture is explained, 

the Drools rule engine section explains how a rule engine is implemented, and finally, 

the details of each rule are mentioned. 

 

4.1 Architecture Details 

Implementation was done in C# and developed in Microsoft Visual Studio 2010.  

First of all, important primitives of each external source are identified, according to a 

study of domain and related classes with attributes, and potential methods are created. 

As mentioned earlier, since the MVC pattern was decided to apply as an architectural 

pattern design, a Controller class, named Policy Creator, was created with the purpose 

of interacting with all policy classes (each policy class corresponds to external sources 

such as ACO, ATO…etc), the rule engine, the A* algorithm, and also with external 

DTED and Arinc readers.  

Therefore, Policy Creator is the main Controller class, which has the following 

functionalities: 

 It reads user input from a text file when it is received automatically; otherwise, 

it is expected to receive user input values from a provided user interface. 

 It assigns values to related ATO and ACO objects. 

 It determines the air corridor coordinates in ACO with the help of references 

given in ATO. 
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 It calculates where an air corridor is not available and connects to the DTED 

reader to find out intermediate points and then connects to the Arinc reader in 

order to find out Grid MORA values of those intermediate points. 

 It connects to the Arinc reader in order to identify the route for the way back 

home to base by creating objects from the reader. (Dijkstra’s shortest path 

algorithm is used.) 

 It sends coordinates regarding threats, and restricted zones to A* as text files. 

o Each air corridor coordinate is declared as a waypoint to be input to A*. 

 Finally, it displays the calculated route on a map. 

Policy classes are considered as Model of the pattern, where they store the values 

retrieved from either a text file or via user interface.  

User interfaces are implemented under three main objectives, which are: 

 Welcome user interface, which requires user to indicate whether ACO and 

ATO values will be input manually or automatically. The user is also expected 

to decide whether restricted zones and threats should be considered in the 

route calculation. 

 Main user interface, where the rule engine resides, displays how the rule 

engine fires rules. It also provides buttons to reach two user interfaces related 

to ACO and ATO in case the user input needs to be entered manually. 

 Sub user interfaces regarding ACO and ATO contain exactly the same 

primitives that are declared in related text files, and necessary validation is 

done in each provided text field to make sure that the user inputs the values in 

a correct format. 
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DTED and Arinc readers, and also the A* algorithm implementation, are external 

systems with which the information processing model interacts when the rule engine 

deems it necessary to make use of them. 

 Since Dijkstra’s algorithm is already implemented in the Arinc reader as a 

shortest path algorithm, this implementation is used. 

 

4.2 Drools Rule Engine 

Drools.Net 3.0 is used as a rule engine [34], and since it is decided to display rule 

engine progress to the user, it is implemented directly into the user interface class. 

Therefore, MDP begins with running user interface along with starting the rule engine 

in order to make it interact with the user interface. 

Figure 18, shown on the following page, illustrates the interactions between MVC 

classes. Once the system is started, the order of actions is as follows: 

1. Policy Creator runs the welcome user interface. By the fields provided, all 

facts are gathered regarding all external sources, and related values are 

assigned to the variables in Policy Creator. 

2. Once all facts are sent to Policy Creator from the welcome user interface, the 

main user interface is triggered by welcome user interface, and the rule file is 

read. 

3. An object from Policy Creator is created in the main user interface to be used 

as a working object for the rule engine. Once the object creation is done, all 

rules are fired with respect to received facts from the welcome user interface. 

4. As conditions are satisfied according to given facts in the rule file, the rule 

engine takes the related actions by calling methods in Policy Creator. 
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5. As methods are called by the rule engine, Policy Creator creates object from 

external sources and assigns the received values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18: Interactions in the Mission Data Processor 

 

The knowledge base, which is a .drl extension file, is stored within the project and is 

loaded by the rule engine. It starts with finding the .drl file and checks whether it 

contains any syntax errors. Once no errors are found, the system waits for the user to 

let the rule engine fire all rules by hitting the related button. When the rule engine 
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fires all rules, it makes related inferences and takes actions. It is expected to output a 

detailed route from departure to destination to the user. 

Rules have control to call methods that are described in the Policy Creator Controller 

class when conditions are satisfied. In other words, the Policy Creator class does not 

have a functionality to call its methods; the rule engine calls the related methods in 

Policy Creator class by referring the .drl rule file, because in the rule file, when a 

corresponding rule’s condition is satisfied, the related method calls are made declared 

in Policy Creator class in return. 

The facts regarding each policy are declared as status variables in the Policy Creator 

class to be used for both automatic and manual user input. In Figure 19, shown on the 

following page, cases correspond to different values for defined facts. All these cases 

are written as separate rules for a possible mission in order to ensure that the rule 

engine makes the right decisions in all conditions. 
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Figure 19: Rules Structure 
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4.3 Rules Structure 

In total, twelve rules are written, and the details along with the logic behind them will 

be explained in this section.  

Figure 19, shown on the previous page, illustrates how the rule flow is structured. 

 In total, there are 6 different cases in rules:  

• The first two cases represent the fact when both ACO and ATO are 

input manually, which corresponds to rules 1 and 2. 

• Rules 3 and 4 are affected by the action of rules 1 and 2, 

depending on whether the Restricted Zones’ coordinates are 

considered in A*. 

• The third case represents the fact when ATO is input automatically but 

ACO manually, which corresponds to rule 5. 

• Rules 6 and 7 are affected by the action of rule 5, depending on 

whether the Restricted Zones’ coordinates are considered in 

A*. 

• The fourth case represents the fact when both ACO and ATO are input 

automatically. 

• Either rule 8 or 9 is fired according to whether the Restricted 

Zones’ coordinates are considered in A*. 

• The fifth case represents the fact when terrain related methods need to 

be called, since ACO and ATO were successfully received. 

• Either rule 10 or 11 is fired according to whether the threats’ 

coordinates are considered in A*. 
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• The last case represents the fact that Arinc data should be read, and the 

route should be calculated for the way back home to base. 

• Rule 12 is the only one which is affected whether Arinc data is 

used. 

In order to make MDP stand alone, so that it can work on its own without a need for 

any other system, a structure of rules is performed accordingly. Since ATO and ACO 

are the initial external sources to be taken into account, there are rules which cause 

change in the manual or automatic ACO and ATO statuses. The purpose is to trigger 

MDP with facts regarding ACO and ATO, so the rule engine is able to run. Otherwise, 

it is not possible to have a notification regarding whether any ATO and ACO is 

received. 

However, when MDP is integrated with supplementary systems, the rules, e.g. Rules 

1, 2 and 5, which only change the status of ACO and ATO values, can be removed 

because other systems can trigger the MDP by sending ACO and ATO. 

Each rule has its own unique declared name in order to let the rule engine differentiate 

each of them. The purpose of each rule is explained as follows: 

1. rule "Check whether ACO can be automatically available when ATO is 

manually available": This rule is fired when the user chooses to input ATO 

manually but ACO automatically. This is not allowed by MDP, because it treats 

the ATO as an initial document in an order. In other words, in order to input ACO 

automatically, the user should first have ATO automatically available. If this rule 

is fired by user input, it warns the user to input both ACO and ATO manually. 

This rule will only be fired once and depicted as case 1 in Figure 16. 

2. rule "Check whether ATO Information is available": This rule is fired when 

both ATO and ACO are input manually and  no ATO and ACO files are available, 

which is case 2 in Figure 19. After this rule is fired, the main user interface 

displays a message to the user to input manually; the user clicks related buttons to 
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pop up a user interface and enters values until they are accepted; if not, the system 

will not proceed any further. 

3. rule "Input ATO and ACO Manually": This rule is fired when ACO and ATO 

are input manually and no restricted zones are considered. It is fired by a forward 

chaining approach, based on the status set by previous rules. As seen in Figure 19, 

rule 1 joins rule 2, and according to restricted zone status, either this rule or rule 4 

is fired. Once this rule is fired, the method which finds out the corridor 

coordinates is called. If manual user input does not receive successfully then 

method calls do not work properly. 

4. rule "Input ATO, ACO and ROZ Manually": This rule is fired if restricted 

zones are considered, and both ACO and ATO are input manually. Since restricted 

zones are taken into account, the method which determines the restricted zone 

coordinates is called in addition to the method calls in rule 3. 

5. rule "Check whether ACO Information is available": This rule is fired when 

ATO is received automatically but ACO manually. It is depicted as case 3 in 

Figure 19 above. The actions this rule takes are to call a related method, which 

reads ATO as a text file, and to wait for the user to input ACO successfully. As 

seen in Figure 19, this rule causes either rule 6 or 7 to fire, depending on the 

restricted zone selection. 

6. rule "Input ACO Manually": This rule is fired when ATO is received 

automatically, ACO manually, and no restricted zones declared in the ACO are 

taken into consideration.  

7. rule "Input ROZ and ACO Manually": As mentioned in rule 6, if restricted 

zones should be considered, the rule engine processes to this rule after it fires rule 

5. In addition to rule 5, the rule engine also calls the method which finds the 

restricted zone’s coordinates. 

8. rule "Send both Air Corridors and Restricted Zones Coordinates to Policy 

Creator": This rule is fired when both ATO and ACO are received automatically, 
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and restricted zones are taken into consideration during route calculation. Since 

the rules until now take actions for the cases where ACO and ATO are input 

manually, this is another case depicted as case 4 in Figure 19. After conditions of 

this rule are satisfied, two method calls to read ATO and ACO from text files and 

also two method calls for determining both corridor and restricted zone 

coordinates are done. 

9. rule "Send Air Corridors Coordinates to Policy Creator when there is no 

Restricted Zone": The only difference from the previous rule is restricted zones. 

Therefore, this rule is fired if both ATO and ACO are received automatically but 

no restricted zones are taken into account. Same method calls will be done except 

the method which finds out the restricted zones coordinates. 

10. rule "Send Terrain Coordinates to Policy Creator when there is no Threat": 

This rule is fired when it is time to refer terrain, and no threat is considered as 

illustrated in Figure 19 as case 5. After ACO and ATO are received and corridor 

coordinates are determined, terrain information is referred in order to know how to 

fly when there is no corridor available. The system always refers to terrain data by 

default when there is no corridor available.  

However, according to system flow, the terrain rule should be fired after ACO and 

ATO related rules are fired, and because of this, less priority is given to this rule 

and the following rules by using a salience keyword in a rule file. It is done by 

assigning negative values to the rule in order to lead the rule engine to refer to a 

terrain and Arinc data related rule after it receives input regarding ATO and ACO.  

11. rule "Send both Terrain and Threat Coordinates to Policy Creator": This 

rule is fired when terrain information is needed and threats are also taken into 

account. In addition to previous rule, this rule calls the method, which reads threat 

coordinates from a text file and sends them to the A* algorithm for route 

calculation. 
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12. rule "Send Arinc Data Information to Policy Creator": This rule’s priority is 

less than the terrain rule, since Arinc data is referred for the way back home to 

base only finally. The system always refers to Arinc data by default when the 

terrain related rule is fired. As depicted in Figure 19 as case 6, after this rule is 

fired, the system gathers all finalized coordinates and sends them to the map to 

display to the user. 
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Chapter 5 

Evaluation 

This chapter presents the evaluation of the proposed MDP in terms of completion 

time, route accuracy, and also other concerns, such as knowledge needed for using the 

system, how scalable it is for future developments, and how much map support is 

given to the user.  

Evaluation is performed by making a comparison with MSS, so that obvious 

differences between the current system and the proposed solution can be easily 

identified. The goal is to assess how good the proposed solution is, and if so, in what 

respects it is better than the current system.  

Moreover, the alternative approach of applying the rule engine, which is hard coding 

if-else statements, is also discussed in this chapter as a comparison considering five 

important issues, such as performance (time), software design, modularity, reusability, 

and ease of use. 

Assumptions 

Since MSS is a complete system, where route calculation is one if its parts, the 

evaluation is performed by comparing the only route specification concept of MSS 

with MDP. In addition, since the route specification is done manually in MSS, 

external sources regarding ACO, ATO, terrain, threats, and Arinc data are processed 

manually by reading from a text file or hard copies and assessing each external source 

by experience and knowledge. 

Evaluation Details 

In each section of this chapter, I state my own opinions about MDP and also try to 

emphasize the explicit improvements that MDP has made over manual routing. 
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In other words, the claims that I made in this chapter are based on my own opinions 

and also the knowledge and the experience I gained from my education and working 

at Saab. 

The experiments made in this thesis were to apply the sample scenarios to both MDP 

and MSS, in order to evaluate the completion time of both, and also allow people at 

Saab to try MDP in order to get their opinions. The details of the sample scenarios are 

as follows. 

Sample Scenarios 

The comparison between MDP and MSS are achieved by creating three possible 

scenarios as follows and at each scenario a related evaluation is made according to the 

performance of each system achieves against those scenarios. 

Scenario 1:  

In your mission, you depart from Malmö and reach your target in Kiruna.  

1. In MDP, accomplish this mission by using air corridors, and refer to Grid 

MORA information when there is no available corridor.  

2. In MSS, accomplish this mission by creating each waypoint manually. 

Scenario 2:  

In addition to the mission in Scenario 1, no fly zones, which should be avoided, are 

added to the flight path. 

Accomplish this mission by avoiding the no fly zones. 

1. In MSS, the previously chosen waypoints are subjected to change 

manually. 

2. In MDP, the coordinates of no fly zones are taken into account by the 

provided ACO and are sent to A* as an extension of previous no fly zones 

that are created from Grid MORA information. 
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Scenario 3: 

In addition to the mission you have in Scenario 2, this time there are also threats in the 

flight path, which should be avoided. 

Accomplish this mission by avoiding those threats. 

1. In MSS, the previously chosen waypoints are possibly subjected to change 

manually. 

2. In MDP, coordinates of threats are taken into account and sent to A* as 

spheres (which is a different type of input for A*). 

 

5.1 Completion Time 

The completion time testing was performed in MSS by following the same system 

flow in MDP, assessing each external source and keeping the time manually. Since a 

timer was added to MDP, the elapsed time for every stage of processing data was 

automatically added to the completion time. The results reveal the following. 

In MDP, 

1. ATO & ACO automatically received: 

o  DTED & Arinc Reader - finding intermediate points on terrain and also 

the associated Grid MORA values from Arinc Reader  = 50 

seconds 

o  Arinc Reader – for the route back home = 20 seconds  

o  Rule Engine = 20 seconds 

o  A*  algorithm = 10 seconds 
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o  Read ATO & ACO & Threats from text file = 10 seconds 

Total: 1 minute 50 seconds, which is nearly 2 minutes. 

2. ATO & ACO manually received: 

Total: 1 minutes 50 seconds + at least 5 minutes = 6 minutes 50 seconds, which is 

nearly 7 minutes. 

 

In MSS, it takes at least 15 minutes to determine departure and target points, and then 

to decide the possible intermediate points by picking each waypoint by provided user 

interface and the map.  

Furthermore, since the time spent on manual route specification depends on the 

person’s knowledge and experience, it is quite difficult to state an exact completion 

time, but roughly speaking, it can be said that it takes between 15 minutes and 2 

hours. 

As a route becomes more complex by including no fly zones and threats, more time 

and knowledge is needed accordingly in order to plan and decide how to avoid these 

obstacles in MSS. In case it becomes too difficult to avoid obstacles with the provided 

map, the user may prefer to handle it by experience during the mission rather than 

deciding before the flight. 

Although the rule engine and A* algorithm work quite fast in MDP, when new 

external sources are added in accordance with new rule sets, the completion time will 

be extended. However, it is still much faster than doing the same task manually. 

Therefore, since it is inferred that MDP finds the most accurate and shortest path 

rather quickly, even if there is a very complicated mission route by taking the 

advantage of shortest path algorithm. 
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Another conclusion that might be drawn from the performance of the MDP against the 

complexity of the route is that it is adaptable to possible route changes, which means 

that as the requirements of final route change and/or the number of obstacles increase, 

MDP is still responsive to the requested demands. The reason is because MDP takes 

advantage of A* algorithm. It is observed that A* can output a shortest path quickly 

regardless of how complicated the route is and how many obstacles are on the way to 

the target during the testing phase of MDP. Thus, MDP easily adapts to the new route 

change with only a few more seconds added to the completion time.  

In addition to this point, since MDP has the domain knowledge through both rules and 

class structure, it can give a response to the new demands by applying the same 

system flow, with provided externals sources, or if needed, more external sources 

might be integrated to the provided flexible system structure. 

However, when routing specification is made manually, every new route change, in 

terms of both external source and/or obstacles, will add more work for the user to 

consider, assess, and come to a conclusion. 

As changes to the route are made, it takes more time in MSS to provide a route, 

because every change adds more work to the user in order to reflect the change to the 

route. However, in MDP, changes in route add mere seconds to completion time by 

A*, which is not a big deal. 

 

5.2 Route Accuracy 

Route accuracy is meant by how accurate the found route is in terms of shortness, and 

also how much threat, and no fly zones are avoided, so that the route is the safest. 

Route accuracy is provided in MDP by having a correct flow of references to external 

sources managed by rules, so the calculated route is the best, and with the help of A* 

algorithm, it is the shortest one.  
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In other words, as a route becomes complex, the performance in terms of accuracy of 

route in MDP is much better than manually routing. As mentioned earlier, since a only 

seconds or milliseconds time difference occurs when more obstacles are added to A*, 

almost the same completion time is reached, even if there are many different kinds of 

obstacles on the way to the target. Furthermore, since A* consists of many 

mathematical calculations in order to find the shortest way, it may infer that taking 

advantage of a proven shortest algorithm leads to having the most accurate route. 

However, in manual routing, the user decides the route according to how detailed the 

points are displayed on the map and also how experienced the user is on creating a 

route. Instead of taking advantage of absolute calculations in order to find the shortest 

path, the user approximates the points, which possibly reduces the accuracy of the 

route.  

In other words, manual routing leaves more work for the user to overcome the 

obstacles, and route accuracy remains the same as MDP at a certain point, where no 

support is available to the user by means of suggesting ways to avoid threats. In such 

cases where the route becomes very complex and manual routing does not help the 

user in order to plan the flight, the user usually prefers to overcome those obstacles 

manually during the flight rather than making a decision about how to avoid them 

before the flight. 

As discussed earlier, as route becomes too complex, manual routing becomes 

unresponsive, since it is quite difficult manage a very complex route manually. In 

MDP, the increment in route accuracy stays same when the route complexity reaches 

the hardest level, because A* finds an accurate shortest way, even if the obstacles are 

difficult to manage in order to find a safe route against them. 
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5.3 Other Concerns 

During the evaluation phase, three things are noticed apart from the completion time 

and routing performance: 

1. The knowledge needed to use the system in order to get necessary support.  

2. Scalability of the system and the possibilities for further improvements. 

3. Map support given to the user for displaying the route details. 

As mentioned earlier, in manual routing a lot of knowledge and experience is required 

to create a route manually. However, in MDP, every stage of route calculation is done 

automatically, because the MDP already knows how it should act upon the received 

external sources.  

During the test phase of MDP, three people at Saab tried to use MDP.  It took them a 

few minutes to understand and figure out the way MDP works. These people have 

knowledge about all external sources, but they do not know the details of how route is 

calculated by these external sources. Since MDP does not require the user to consider 

every stage of route calculation, they can easily adapt to the MDP. However, since 

these people did not have enough experience to manage obstacles in order to find a 

safe way to fly against them, they spent 30 to 40 minutes to get used to MSS and 

decided a route. 

In other words, the learning curve progressed pretty fast in MDP, and once the user 

understands the system work flow, it is straightforward to use without considering the 

details of each stage of data processing.  

It is obvious that the user should have knowledge about external systems and 

missions, but at least the user does not need to consider every stage of route 

calculation, which both saves time and reduces the amount of thinking the user needs 

to avoid obstacles. 
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However, in manual routing, more experience and patience are required to deal with 

every detail of the route. Furthermore, manual routing requires more user involvement 

than the MDP, since it does not give any support to process and calculate data 

received by the user. 

Once the MDP gets the necessary input from the user, it does all route calculations 

automatically, even for very complex routes.  Thus, the knowledge and experience 

needs stay the same. However, in MSS, the knowledge and experience needs increase 

as the user deals with more complex routes. 

Since the needs of users always change as the technology used in aircraft develops, 

new requirements can occur, which leads to developing MDPs further. Therefore, it is 

significant to have a system, which does not only meet the expectations of the present 

but can also be easily upgraded in the future.  

Although it can be difficult to manage all missions and external sources by the rules, it 

is not impossible to develop it further by adding more rules and external sources, 

because the behaviour of the rule engine and the way to create rules are well-

understood, and MDP demonstrates quite good example of how one rule set can work 

with one type of mission and couple of external systems. 

In other words, MDP is expected to be scalable with respect to future needs. The 

reason is that by applying MVC approach [14] and also rule engine concept, the 

control of domain knowledge is separated from how domain knowledge is represented 

as classes, methods, etc.  

Thus, it is pretty straightforward to see: 

 where domain knowledge is transferred into methods,  

 where those methods are called, so that the system flow is controlled, 

 where the data regarding the external sources are stored, 

 and finally, how user input is received and is turned into facts. 
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This organized way to process data makes MDP easily upgradable, depending on 

future expectations, by keeping the software architecture already provided. 

However, since manual routing only provides a detailed map to the user, rather than 

processing received data and outputting a useful route that the user makes use of, it is 

quite difficult to talk about how scalable manual routing can be.  

It is obvious that it is difficult to assess how scalable manual routing is, because it 

does not meet the expectations of the present. However, based on my own experience 

obtained from the development of MDP, since the MDP is developed by adding more 

and more external sources until all of them are successfully integrated, it gives the 

impression that when more external sources will be added in the future, it will be as 

scalable as before, so long as the system structure is kept as it is now.  

After MDP is successfully able to upgrade several times, the difficulty level does not 

change much, since the way MDP is upgraded is well understood, so further 

improvements would not be very difficult. 

Map support is a very important concern for the systems that give support to the user 

in order to plan flights, because the purpose of all calculations is to display a path 

from departure to destination. Even though manual routing does not have the 

capability to do all route calculations based on external sources, it is a good idea to 

display the data on the detailed map provided. In terms of both map resolution and the 

comprehensive support given to the user to be able to use the map based on the needs 

of the route (corridors, threats…etc.), MSS can be taken as a good example of when to 

give detailed map support to the user. 

Since MDP only forwards the calculated route to the existing map system, there is no 

map support available. Either new map support can be implemented or an existing 

map system can be integrated into MDP after all possible future improvements are 

made.  
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5.4 Rule Engines versus Hardcoded If-else Structure 

As discussed in previous chapters, rule based decision support in MDP is 

implemented by taking advantage of the rule engine instead of writing the rules as a 

hardcoded if-else approach.  A comparison between two different approaches is 

provided in this section to clarify differences further, as shown in Figure 25 below.  

 

  

Rule Engines 

 

Hardcoded If-else Structure 

 

Performance 

(Time) 

 

Rule engines work relatively 

fast to process the rules and 

take the related actions. [18] 

 

Hard coded if-else blocks take 

much more time compared to 

rule engines. [18] 

 

 

Software Design 

 

Provide a good software 

design example by separating 

the control of domain 

knowledge (all if-else) in one 

place outside the code. [8] 

 

Demonstrates a bad software 

design example of hardcoding 

thousands of if-else. 

 

 

Modularity 

 

Since if-else statements are 

placed separately from the 

program, they can be edited 

without affecting the actual 

code. [8][22] 

 

Since if-else blocks are 

hardcoded, it is not possible to 

edit them without affecting 

the code. [22] 
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Reusability 

 

The rule file can easily be 

used for other systems, which 

can be worked with same 

domain knowledge. 

 

Hardcoded if-else statements 

are specific to the class that is 

declared, so they are not 

coded for any other systems. 

 

 

Understandability 

 

Since it is possible to create 

rules very close to natural 

language, they are understood 

easily, even by non-technical 

people. [30] 

 

Hardcoded if-else blocks are 

not self-explanatory for non-

technical people, and they 

may even be hard to 

understand within the code for 

technical people. 

Figure 20: Rule Engines vs. Hardcoded If-else 

 

Considering the comparison provided above, it is explicitly understood that 

integrating a rule engine has several important advantages over hardcoding if-else 

statements. This comparison also supports the idea of how well MDP is structured, 

based on the software design and modularity issues in particular, which implicitly 

verifies that the MDP can be easily upgraded further. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

In this chapter, the possible extensions, which are expected to be integrated into MDP 

in the future, are discussed under the section, Future Work. Finally, Sections 6.2 and 

6.3 present an overall discussion and conclusion about this thesis work respectively. 

 

6.1 Future Work 

This thesis is limited to considering reconnaissance missions. A further extension 

would be to include other missions, such as air-to-ground and air-to-air, which can be 

done by referring to a different set of rules, depending on the mission objective. 

Therefore, there will be different rules and also a different flow of firing those rules, 

depending on the complexity of a specific mission objective. In addition, mission 

specific tactics should be studied and integrated into the system by additional rule sets 

and classes in order to cover all military related missions. 

De-confliction is an important aspect of supporting the pilot with all the information 

that might affect the flight plan. Therefore, after an accurate route is calculated, it 

should be possible to edit the route if a collision risk is detected. In order to provide 

such functionality within this system, additional rules regarding confliction detection 

should be created, and also a considerable time spend on deciding how much support 

should be given to the pilot in case of a confliction. In other words, the details of 

solving a confliction problem should be identified properly, and according to those 

decisions, related rules should be created, along with specifying the overall system 

flow as well. 

Lastly, weather forecast and fuel calculations are two significant external sources that 

need to be taken into consideration. This should be done after all rules related to other 
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external sources are applied and before route calculation. Therefore, it is wise to 

connect those external sources to the MDP, and depending on time and date of the 

mission which are specified in ATO, weather information should be analysed in a 

manner that related actions and/or modifications are made on flight level. [33] For 

fuel calculation, the speed of the aircraft, the duration of the flight, and the flight level 

are the main concerns in order to inform the pilot about the consumption of the fuel at 

each waypoint. Therefore, these two external sources need two different studies in 

order to identify their needs and to figure out the way they are integrated to MDP. 

Thus, although all these future improvements mentioned above are discussed within 

the scope of this thesis but could not be implemented due to the time limit, it would be 

interesting to see all of these features well-integrated into MDP, which will make it 

more supportive and comprehensive than it is now, and such an improvement 

perfectly supports the motivation of this thesis project. 

 

6.2 Discussion 

Under this heading, how well MDP solves the problem and meets expectations is 

discussed. MDP solves the problem of combining various external sources with 

necessary domain knowledge in one place. In other words, this system has already 

identified the important primitives of each external source and put them all together 

by assigning related classes to each of the external sources as well as providing 

correct communication among them.  

Moreover, MDP offers a solution to the problem of making such a system as 

autonomous as possible by applying a rule-based decision support approach, which 

integrates the Drools rule engine so that the whole system flow is under control by the 

rule-based reasoning concept. Therefore, integrating an A* shortest path algorithm has 

definitely had an effect on making the system autonomous. 
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Thus, integrating a rule engine and shortest path algorithm to make the system as 

autonomous as possible certainly leads the system faster, so that pilots are able to 

easily save time by using such a system. Furthermore, keeping all necessary external 

source knowledge in one system with a useful shortest path algorithm calculates a 

more accurate route, even if the route is pretty complex in terms of obstacles and 

threats. 

On the other hand, as discussed in the Future Work section, MDP requires a lot of 

improvements in order to be considered a complete system that could be used in every 

military mission containing every important concern, depending on the mission 

objective. Although, the Drools rule engine went well with the system so far, it is 

obvious that the structure of rules might become complicated when other mission 

types will be added. In other words, it may be difficult to control the whole system 

flow with rules when it is improved further and extended regularly, since the needs of 

the missions and/or demands of pilots can change over time, depending on the 

developments of new technologies in aircraft.  

Nevertheless, since this system has been developed with the idea of making it as 

scalable as possible for the sake of future improvements, it is expected to be 

straightforward to improve MDP towards the same goal by adding different missions 

and other external sources. 

 

6.3 Work Review 

There have not been any serious problems/surprises encountered during the thesis 

work. The time estimation of each phase worked quite well with the actual time spent 

on the project. In other words, due to the successful time management, the project, 

and the thesis were submitted on time. Study of the domain seemed as the most 

difficult part of the thesis at the beginning. However, due to having lots of meetings, 
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and discussions, the domain is understood very well, and also the scope of the project 

was adjusted as the project moved on.  

To conclude, it has been a challenging experience to study such a broad domain in a 

short period of a time at Saab, and also to suggest, and to integrate rule engine in 

order to provide a rule based decision support. It was quite interesting to perform this 

thesis with many experienced, knowledgeable, and helpful people at Saab. I learned a 

lot in terms of both the domain, and also the professional working life. 

 

6.4 Conclusion 

Currently, MSS does not give automatic support to users making specifically military 

flight plans, and at the same time, in order to plan those flights manually, much effort, 

experience/knowledge, and time are needed. Thus, all of these reasons have motivated 

this thesis project to be undertaken. The problems of considerable time consumption 

needed for flight planning and the lack of comprehensive routing have led to a system, 

which includes the concept of rule-based decision support. 

Implementing a rule engine is the best suggestion and solution to provide rule-based 

decision support. Providing an extensive performance evaluation of the system as 

stated in the Future Work and Discussion part of this thesis, it has been observed that 

applying a rule engine approach fits well and meets all expectations of this thesis and 

will also undoubtedly meet future demands.  

In other words, MDP presents the idea of how possible it is to include fundamental 

external sources that military missions need in one system by integrating a rule 

engine, so that the whole system flow is controlled by rules. Therefore, the expected 

impression that this master thesis intends to spread is how possible it is to make 

military flight plans automatically with a system controlled by set of rules equipped 

with necessary domain knowledge in terms of the importance and functionality of 

each external source 
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Chapter 8 

Appendix A 

A.1 Policy Creator – Main Controller Class 

Get air corridor coordinates 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

public void getCorridorCoordinates(String atoRoute) 

{ 

            //Parse route information in ATO 

            String[] atoRouteInfo = atoRoute.Split('/'); 

 

            //Compare route information in ATO with corridor names in ACO 

            for (int i = 0; i < atoRouteInfo.Length; i++) 

            { 

                for (int j = 0; j < atoRouteInfo.Length; j++) 

                { 

                    //if there is a match found, find out that corridor's coordinate 

                    if (atoRouteInfo[i].Equals(aco.ElementAt(j).airspaceName)) 

                    {   

                        if(i != atoRouteInfo.Length-1) 

                            acoSetter.setCorridorCoordinates(aco.ElementAt(j).corridorCoordinate + "/"); 

                        else 

                            acoSetter.setCorridorCoordinates(aco.ElementAt(j).corridorCoordinate); 

                    } 

                } 

                 

 //write cooridor coordinates to waypoint.txt in order to send it to A* 

                  waypoints = aco.ElementAt(i).getCorridorCoordinates().Split('-', ':'); 

 

                    for (int j = 0; j < waypoints.Length-1; j+=2) 

                    { 

 tw.WriteLine(size + " " + waypoints[j].Replace(',', '.') + " " + waypoints[j + 1].Replace(',', 

'.') + " " + fLevel); 

                        size++; 

                    } 

 

            } 

} 
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Get restricted zone coordinates 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

public void getROZCoordinates(String atoRoute) 

{ 

            //Get how many corridor coordinates specified in ATO 

            String[] atoRouteInfo = atoRoute.Split('/'); 

 

            TextWriter tw = new StreamWriter("NoFlyZones.txt"); 

 

            int index = atoRouteInfo.Length; 

 

            String[] rozCoordinates; 

 

            //Subtract total corridor coordinates from total coordinates in ACO 

            //in order to know at which index ROZ coordinates start 

            for (int i = 0; i < aco.Count - atoRouteInfo.Length; i++) 

            { 

                if (aco.ElementAt(index).airspaceMeans.Equals("ROZ")) 

                { 

                    acoSetter.setROZCoordinates(aco.ElementAt(index).ROZCoordinate); 

                    index++; 

                } 

            } 

 

            rozCoordinates = acoSetter.getROZCoordinates().Split('-'); 

 

            for (int i = 0; i < rozCoordinates.Length; i++) 

            { 

                if (i != rozCoordinates.Length - 1) 

                    tw.Write(rozCoordinates[i].Replace(':', ' ') + " "); 

                else 

                    tw.Write(rozCoordinates[i].Replace(':', ' ')); 

            } 

            tw.Close(); 

} 
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Calculate intermediate coordinates between two points 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

public void calculateIntermediateCoordinates() 

 

{ 

          String [] corrArr = acoSetter.getCorridorCoordinates().Split('/', '-'); 

           

          Program p = new Program(); 

          int j = 1; 

 

          if (moraFlag == false) 

          { 

MessageBox.Show("Intermediate points are being calculated and mora values read! 

(Please wait... this may take few seconds...) "); 

               moraFlag = true; 

          } 

 

            for (int i = 1; i < corrArr.Length; i += 2) 

            { 

                if (i < corrArr.Length - 2) 

                { 

 p.calculateTerrain(corrArr[i], corrArr[i + 1],   

Convert.ToInt32(aco.ElementAt(j).getFlightLevel()),  

                      Convert.ToInt32(aco.ElementAt(j+1).getFlightLevel())); 

                    j++; 

                } 

            } 

} 
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Find out the mora values associated with calculated intermediate points 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

public void connecToMora(List<Terrain> t) 

{ 

           Arinc424Reader target = new Arinc424Reader(); 

           string fileName = @"..\ArincMORA.pc"; 

 

           target.ReadArincFile(fileName); 

           String mora = String.Empty; 

           StreamWriter sw = File.AppendText("Mora.txt"); 

            MessageBox.Show("Mora values are being read and parsed! (Please wait... this may take few 

seconds...) "); 

            for (int i = 0; i < t.Count(); i++) 

             {     

sw.WriteLine(t.ElementAt(i).getLatitude() + "-" + t.ElementAt(i).getLongitude() + "/" 

+ target.arinc424Data.GetMora(double.Parse(t.ElementAt(i).getLatitude()) * Math.PI / 

180, double.Parse(t.ElementAt(i).getLongitude()) * Math.PI / 180) + ":" + 

aco.ElementAt(fLevelIndex).getFlightLevel()); 

              } 

            sw.Close(); 

            fLevelIndex++; 

} 
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Connect to Arinc Reader 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

public void connectToArincReader() 

{ 

            MessageBox.Show("Arinc data is read now and shortest path creation is in progress! (Please 

wait... this may take few seconds...) "); 

            Arinc424Reader target = new Arinc424Reader(); 

            string fileName = @"..\OkArin.pc"; 

 

            target.ReadArincFile(fileName); 

            INavData departure = target.Arinc424Data.FindAirport(ato.getDeptICAOCode()); 

            INavData destination = target.Arinc424Data.FindAirport(ato.getDestICAOCode()); 

            ReadOnlyCollection<RouteLeg> route = target.Arinc424Data.AutoRoute(departure, 

destination, 210); 

            TextWriter tw = new StreamWriter("Arinc_Route.txt"); 

            for (int i = 1; i < route.Count; i++) 

            { 

                INavData navdata = route[i].Waypoint; 
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                if (navdata.Type == NavDataType.Waypoint) 

                { 

                    tw.WriteLine("Waypoint: " + ((Waypoint)route[i].Waypoint).Coordinate.Latitude * 180 / 

Math.PI +  " " + ((Waypoint)route[i].Waypoint).Coordinate.Latitude * 180 / Math.PI); 

                }                 

               else if (navdata.Type == NavDataType.Vhf) 

                { 

                    tw.WriteLine("Vhf: " + ((VhfNavaid)route[i].Waypoint).Coordinate.Latitude * 180 / 

Math.PI + " " + ((VhfNavaid)route[i].Waypoint).Coordinate.Longitude * 180 / Math.PI); 

                } 

                else if (navdata.Type == NavDataType.Ndb) 

                { 

                    tw.WriteLine("Ndb: " + ((NdbNavaid)route[i].Waypoint).Coordinate.Latitude * 180 / 

Math.PI + " " + ((NdbNavaid)route[i].Waypoint).Coordinate.Longitude * 180 / Math.PI); 

                } 

                else if (navdata.Type == NavDataType.Airport) 

                { 

                    tw.WriteLine("Airport: " + ((Airport)route[i].Waypoint).Coordinate.Latitude * 180 / 

Math.PI + " " + ((Airport)route[i].Waypoint).Coordinate.Longitude * 180 / Math.PI); 

                } 

            } tw.Close(); 

            MessageBox.Show("Connected to Arinc reader and route details written into a text file."); 

        } 
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Send coordinates to A* algorithm as text files 

 

Import A* algorithm as a library source  

 

[DllImport("AStarDLL.dll")] 

internal static extern int main(int argc, String[] argv); 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

public void sendCoordinatesToAStar() 

{ 

           String[] input = new String[4]; 

 

          if (threatStatus.Equals("true")) 

           { 

 

               input[0] = "AStar"; 

 

               input[1] = @"..\Debug\waypoints.txt"; 

               input[2] = @"..\Debug\NoFlyZones.txt"; 

               input[3] = @"..\threats.txt"; 

 

               main(4, input); 

           } 

           else 

           { 

               input[0] = "AStar"; 

 

               input[1] = @"..\waypoints.txt"; 

               input[2] = @"..\Debug\NoFlyZones.txt"; 

               input[3] = " "; 

 

               main(4, input); 

           } 

            

          MessageBox.Show("Coordinates has sent to A*!"); 

} 
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A.2 Main User Interface – Rule Engine 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

namespace RBDS 

{ 

    public partial class RBDS_UI : Form 

    { 

        public WorkingMemory workingMemory = null; 

        public RuleBase ruleBase = null; 

        public org.drools.FactHandle policyFact = null; 

        public PolicyCreator workingObj = null; 

        public Stopwatch stopWatch; 

 

        public static RBDS_UI thisForm = null; 

 

        public RBDS_UI() 

        { 

            InitializeComponent(); 

 

            workingObj = new PolicyCreator(); 
 

            if (workingObj.getATOStatus().Equals("true") && workingObj.getACOStatus().Equals("true"))  

            { 

                button2.Enabled = false; 

                button5.Enabled = false; 

            } 

           else if (workingObj.getATOStatus().Equals("true") &&   

workingObj.getACOStatus().Equals("false")) 

            { 

                button2.Enabled = false; 

                button5.Enabled = true; 

            } 

        } 
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Run rule engine 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

private void RBDS_UI_Shown(object sender, EventArgs e) 

{ 

            thisForm = this; 

            output.Text += "\nLoading Rule Base:\n\n"; 

            thisForm.Refresh(); 

            stopWatch = new Stopwatch(); 

            stopWatch.Start(); 

            Thread.Sleep(10000); 

            PackageBuilder builder = new PackageBuilder(); 

            Stream stream = new FileStream(@"C:\RBDS\RuleBased.drl", FileMode.Open); 

            output.Text += "Rule file path has been found.\n"; 

            thisForm.Refresh(); 

            output.Text += "\nRules are being read now (Please wait... this may take few seconds...) "; 

            thisForm.Refresh(); 

            try 

            { 

                builder.AddPackageFromDrl("RBDS.RuleBased.drl", stream); 

            } 

            catch (Exception ex) 

            {} 

            output.Text += "\n\nReading rules has been finished."; 

            thisForm.Refresh(); 

            Package pkg = builder.GetPackage(); 

            thisForm.Refresh(); 

            ruleBase = RuleBaseFactory.NewRuleBase(); 

            ruleBase.AddPackage(pkg); 

            output.Text += "\n\nNew rule base set has created."; 

            //output.Text += "\nNo syntax error was found and new Package created."; 

            thisForm.Refresh(); 

            workingMemory = ruleBase.NewWorkingMemory(); 

            output.Text += "\nNew Working memory has been assigned to rule base set."; 

            workingObj = new PolicyCreator(); 

            output.Text += "\n\nPolicy Creator object has been created."; 

            output.Text += "\nPlease click Run Rules button to fire all rules.";     

} 
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Fire rules 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

public static void debugResult(String str) 

{ 

         thisForm.output.Text += "\nFired Rule: " + str; 

         thisForm.Refresh(); 

 } 

private void button1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) 

{ 

         TestRules(ruleBase, thisForm); 

 } 

private void TestRules(RuleBase ruleBase, RBDS_UI F1) 

 { 

         F1.output.Text += "\n\nRule Flow Order:\n"; 

 

         if (policyFact == null) 

         { 

                policyFact = F1.workingMemory.assertObject(workingObj); 

         } 

        else 

        { 

               F1.workingMemory.modifyObject(policyFact, workingObj); 

         } 

               F1.workingMemory.fireAllRules(); 

               F1.output.Text += "\n\nAll rules are fired!"; 

             

               //Get the elapsed time as a TimeSpan value. 

               TimeSpan ts = stopWatch.Elapsed; 

 

               //Format and display the TimeSpan value. 

               string elapsedTime = String.Format("{0:00}:{1:00}:{2:00}.{3:00}", 

               ts.Hours, ts.Minutes, ts.Seconds, 

               ts.Milliseconds / 10); 

 

               F1.output.Text +="\n\nElapsed time: " + elapsedTime; 

} 
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Drools Rule Engine User Interface 
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Welcome User Interface 

 

Assign status values (facts) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

private void button1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) 

{ 

            PolicyCreator pc = new PolicyCreator(); 

 

            if ((comboBox1.SelectedItem).ToString() == "Automatically") 

                pc.setATOStatus("true"); 

            else 

                pc.setATOStatus("false"); 

            if ((comboBox2.SelectedItem).ToString() == "Automatically") 

            { 

                pc.setACOStatus("true"); 

 

                if ((comboBox1.SelectedItem).ToString() == "Automatically") 

                { 

                    pc.setTerrainStatus("true"); 

                    pc.setArincStatus("true"); 

                } 

            } 

            else 

                pc.setACOStatus("false"); 

            if ((comboBox3.SelectedItem).ToString() == "Yes") 

                pc.setROZStatus("true"); 

            else 

                pc.setROZStatus("false"); 

            if ((comboBox4.SelectedItem).ToString() == "Yes") 

                pc.setThreatStatus("true"); 

            else 

                pc.setThreatStatus("false"); 

 

            RBDS_UI rbds = new RBDS_UI(); 

            rbds.Show(); 

} 
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Welcome User Interface 
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A.3 Rule File 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

package RBDS 

 

rule "Check whether ACO can be automatically available, if ATO is manually available" 

  when 

      policy : PolicyCreator ( atoStatus == false, acoStatus == true ) 

  then 

      policy.setManualInput_ato ("true"); 

      policy.setManualInput_aco ("true");    

      policy.setATOStatus("true"); 

      RBDS.RBDS_UI.debugResult("It is not possible to input ACO automatically when there is no 

ATO automatically available so please do input ATO and ACO manually!"); 

end 

 

rule "Check whether ATO is available" 

  when 

      policy : PolicyCreator ( atoStatus == false, acoStatus == false ) 

  then 

      policy.setManualInput_ato ("true"); 

      policy.setManualInput_aco ("true");    

      policy.setATOStatus("true"); 

      policy.setACOStatus("true"); 

      RBDS.RBDS_UI.debugResult("There is no ATO available so please do input ATO and ACO 

manually!"); 

end 
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rule "Input ATO and ACO Manually" 

  when  

       policy : PolicyCreator( manualInputStatus_ato == true, manualInputStatus_aco == true, 

ROZStatus == false  )      

  then 

       policy.getCorridorCoordinates(policy.ato.getRouteInformation()); 

       RBDS.RBDS_UI.debugResult("No Restricted Zones detected! ATO and ACO received 

manually and parsed!"); 

end 

 

rule "Input ATO, ACO and ROZ Manually" 

  when  

       policy : PolicyCreator( manualInputStatus_ato == true, manualInputStatus_aco == true, 

ROZStatus == true  )      

  then 

       policy.getCorridorCoordinates(policy.ato.getRouteInformation()); 

       policy.getROZCoordinates(policy.ato.getRouteInformation()); 

       RBDS.RBDS_UI.debugResult("Restricted Zones detected! ATO and ACO received 

manually and parsed!"); 

end 
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rule "Check whether ACO Information is available" 

  when 

      policy : PolicyCreator ( atoStatus == true, acoStatus == false ) 

  then 

      policy.readATO(); 

      policy.setManualInput_aco ("true"); 

      policy.setACOStatus("true"); 

      RBDS.RBDS_UI.debugResult("ATO is received but there is no ACO available so please do 

input ACO manually!"); 

end 

 

rule "Input ACO Manually" 

  when  

       policy : PolicyCreator( manualInputStatus_ato != true, manualInputStatus_aco == true, 

ROZStatus == false )      

  then 

       policy.getCorridorCoordinates(policy.ato.getRouteInformation()); 

       RBDS.RBDS_UI.debugResult("No Restricted Zones detected! ACO received manually and 

parsed!"); 

end 
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rule "Input ROZ and ACO Manually" 

  when  

       policy : PolicyCreator( manualInputStatus_ato != true, manualInputStatus_aco == true, ROZStatus 

== true )      

  then 

       policy.getCorridorCoordinates(policy.ato.getRouteInformation()); 

       policy.getROZCoordinates(policy.ato.getRouteInformation()); 

       RBDS.RBDS_UI.debugResult("Restricted Zones detected! ACO received manually and parsed!"); 

end 

 

rule "Send both Air Corridors and Restricted Zones Coordinates to Policy Creator" 

 when  

       policy : PolicyCreator ( atoStatus == true, acoStatus == true, ROZStatus == true, 

manualInputStatus_aco != true ) 

  then 

       policy.readATO(); 

       policy.readACO(); 

       policy.getCorridorCoordinates(policy.ato.getRouteInformation()); 

       policy.getROZCoordinates(policy.ato.getRouteInformation()); 

       RBDS.RBDS_UI.debugResult("Restricted Zones detected! ATO and ACO received automatically 

and parsed!"); 

end 
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rule "Send Air Corridors Coordinates to Policy Creator when there is no Restricted Zone" 

  when  

       policy : PolicyCreator( atoStatus == true, acoStatus == true, ROZStatus == false, 

manualInputStatus_aco != true )      

  then 

       policy.readATO(); 

       policy.readACO(); 

       policy.getCorridorCoordinates(policy.ato.getRouteInformation()); 

       RBDS.RBDS_UI.debugResult("No Restricted Zones detected! ATO and ACO received 

automatically and parsed!"); 

end 

 

rule "Send Terrain Coordinates to Policy Creator when there is no Threat" 

 salience -899 

  when  

       policy : PolicyCreator( terrainStatus == true, threatStatus == false ) 

  then 

       policy.calculateIntermediateCoordinates(); 

       policy.readMoraCoordinates();  

       policy.sendCoordinatesToAStar(); 

       RBDS.RBDS_UI.debugResult("No threats detected! DTED data parsed!");       

end 
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rule "Send both Terrain and Threat Coordinates to Policy Creator" 

 salience -899 

  when  

       policy : PolicyCreator( terrainStatus == true, threatStatus == true ) 

  then 

       policy.calculateIntermediateCoordinates(); 

       policy.readMoraCoordinates(); 

       policy.readThreatCoordinates(); 

       policy.sendCoordinatesToAStar(); 

       RBDS.RBDS_UI.debugResult("Threats detected! DTED data parsed!");       

end 

 

rule "Send Arinc Information to Policy Creator" 

 salience -999 

  when  

       policy : PolicyCreator( arincStatus == true ) 

  then 

       policy.connectToArincReader(); 

       policy.sendCoordinatesToMap(); 

       RBDS.RBDS_UI.debugResult("Arinc data parsed!");  

end 
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A.4 ACO & ATO Input File 

 

ATO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit ID: SWF2111 

Aircraft Type: GRIPEN39  

Mission Type: RECCE PHOTO 

Departure Location: ESMS 

Arrival Location: ESNQ 

Time and Date Over Target: 06/14/2012 08:00 

Target Name: VIKING46 

Target Coordinates: 67,86807:20,26350 

Route: HARE9/HARE8/HARE6/HARE7 
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ACO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Airspace Name: HARE9 

Airspace Means: CORRTE 

Airspace Shape: Corridor 

AirSpace Use: TR 

Corridor Width: 18.5KM 

Corridor Coordinates: 55,601996:13,079512-56,961067:12,603640 

FLevel Lower: 200 

FLevel Upper: 300 

 

Airspace Name: MIDGE 

Airspace Means: ROZ 

Airspace Shape: Polygon 

AirSpace Use: AAR 

ROZ Coordinates: 57,804621:12,452534-57,692297:12,009439-57,477239:11,983502-

57,257609:12,176177-57,171662:12,600285-57,294138:12,968224-57,483837:13,101468-

57,686013:13,078985-57,804621:12,452534 

FLevel Lower: 200 

FLevel Upper: 350 
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ACO & ATO User Interface 
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Appendix B 

B.1 Reconnaissance Mission Scenario Map 

Malmö to Kiruna 

 Red circles represent air corridors’ start and end point. 

 Orange pentagons represent no fly zones specified in ACO. 

 Blue pentagons represent no fly zones created from Grid MORA data. 

 Black pentagons represent threats. 

 Pink arrows represent the route A* finds. 

 Purple arrows represent the route Arinc reader (Dijkstra) finds. 
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Appendix C 

C.1 Grid MORA values of Sweden 

South of Sweden 
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North of Sweden 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


